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AMENDMENTS VII-XII TO THE CONSTITUTION OF TUZLA CANTON

“Official Gazette of Tuzla Canton”, 10/00
Pursuant to Article 24, paragraph 1, item a) of the Constitution of the Tuzla Canton (“Official Gazette of the Tuzla-Podrinje Canton”, no. 7/97 and 3/99 and (“Official Gazette of the Tuzla Canton”, no. 13/99) the Cantonal Assembly of the Tuzla Canton, at its session of 21 June 2000, passed

AMENDMENTS VI-XII TO THE CONSTITUTION OF TUZLA CANTON

AMENDMENT VII

Article 16 of the Constitution of the Tuzla Canton shall be amended to read:

“The Cantonal Assembly shall consist of 35 delegates.”

AMENDMENT VIII

Article 34, paragraph 1 of the Constitution of Tuzla Canton shall be amended to read:

“The Cantonal Government is consisted of the President and the Ministers, whose number is defined in the Law on the Cantonal Government.”

AMENDMENT IX

Article 36, paragraph 1 of the Constitution of Tuzla Canton shall be amended to read:

“The ministers shall be appointed by the President of Canton upon consultations with the President of Government or the candidate for the position of the President of Government, and the appointment shall be verified by the Cantonal Assembly.”

Article 36, paragraph 3 shall be amended to read:

“President of Government, Ministers and their Deputies and Assistants may not be at the same time delegates to the Cantonal Assembly.”

AMENDMENT X

Article 39, paragraph 2 of the Constitution of Tuzla Canton shall be amended to read:

“The President of Canton may, at the proposal of the President of Government, release from duty an individual Minister.”

AMENDMENT XI
Article 43 of the Constitution of Tuzla Canton shall be deleted.

**AMENDMENT XII**

Article 46, paragraph 1 of the Constitution of Tuzla Canton shall be amended to read:

“President of Canton, President of Cantonal Government and the Ministers shall not be subject to criminal accountability or contractual and tort liability for any activities made in the exercise of their duties.”